
A BUNCH OF ADVENTURE SEEDS
By Daniel Schenström

This text contains a few adventure seeds for role playing games. This text also has one seed with 
multiple variations, showing how  one seed can lead become very different adventures.
  These adventure seeds may be developed and published as full adventures in the future.

Valley of Red Death
A remote trading post hasn't been heard from so the characters are called in to investigate. When 
they get to the area they notice a red mist that now covers the valley the outpost is in. As they enter 
they notice that animals and plants have been twisted and transformed. Some can no longer be 
recognized for what they were and some now have abilities they didn't originally.
  The source is a magic crystal that's been dug up. It comes from an interdimensional creature and is
used to change a world to be more like its home dimension.
  Solving the adventure involves destroying or neutralizing the crystal, and perhaps restoring the 
transformed area. The interdimensional creature and its plans can be a recurring problem source in a
campaign. Perhaps it uses the same modus operandi each time, or perhaps the plans are different but
it uses a crystal in some capacity each time. (The classic D&D adventure Palace of the Silver 
Princess uses this as a base for what happened there so perhaps you can connect this adventure to 
that. This idea I originally used in AD&D 2nd ed in the Dark Sun setting.) 



Ship in a Bottle
A magic ship in a bottle transports the player characters to the actual historical ship that the model 
depicts. The model shows a famous ship's last journey. The player characters are put in front of 
several dangers and problems. Each time they die they are thrown back into the real world with the 
model, drenched in sea water but otherwise unharmed so they may try to succeed in the events they 
face aboard the ship. When they finally bring the ship to safety they get the captain's gratitude as 
that frees his soul. The model loses its magic after that.

Excuse Me, Where's the Time?
One of the god of time's artefacts is stolen from a temple and the characters pursue them. The 
artefact allows for time travel and the characters not only has to stop the thieves but also see to it 
that the timeline isn't messed up. The time travel may be on purpose or accidental, surprising the 
thieves as well as the characters.

Family Feud
Two noble houses have become hostile towards each other. One of them stoops to using dark magic 
and use undead slaves to run their far off fields, saving a lot of money. The characters need to figure
out why one of the noble houses suddenly is able to improve their economy, eventually deal with 
the undead and find whoever summoned them. (A much fleshed out version where this is just a 
small part is available as Something's Rotten in Waterdeep/Nabourne in the text Campaign Seeds 1. 
This campaign is set for a full release in 2028.)

With the Support Staff
In the characters castle/mansion/high rise/organization are several servants/staff. The players get to 
play these characters as they discuss the player characters, their actions and their view of the world. 
This could be played almost like a live action rpg rollpersonernas with the focus of making the 
players aware of how their action influence the world, and all the work that their support staff does.
  To make it more of a standard adveture this could have the staff doing the discussing during an 
invasion, a burglary or murder investigation or something similar.



Contest of Adventurers
The characters are sitting in an inn when a mysterious person stumbles in the door, looking for 
adventurers. Except for the characters two other groups are there so the stranger decides to hold a 
small contest in two days to see which group is the most competent. The characters may be sure of 
their talents, or they may not and may try to raise their chances by...spying, sabotage, buying better 
equipment, violence, bribery, learning about the competition or something else. The contest itself 
can be anything from simple things like archery, riding and so on or something really elaborate like 
a timed labyrinth run.

The Curator
Someone is collecting creatures, plants and other things of interest, and now they want the 
characters for their display. This adventure can have the capture being one adventure, and the 
characters escape and encounters with other imprisoned beings and things another.

They're Back
A long time ago the legendary hero went into the tower of evil. The hero is thought to have died in 
battle as the tower and the hero disappeared. Now the tower has returned and it's the characters turn 
to handle the situation. The evil this time is the hero who eventually broke down. Unless the 
characters want to become stuck and break down they need to find the source of the evil. (I used 
this idea for an adventure set in the Ravenloft setting using AD&D 2nd ed.)

They Are Also Back
A priestl/paladin/holy/evil/sect/group has been hearing strange perhaps drum-like noises coming 
from their catacombs. Unfortunately they are forbidden to enter the catacombs themselves because 
of some sacred writing or other, and those outsiders that they hire to carry them to their final resting
place is far to afraid to check it out. In comes our favorite heroes, who have to swear to not reveal 
what they see in there, but investigate the noise and deal with it in a manner that is ok for them and 
the group that hired them.
  What is making the noise? Their founder is alive again and is banging on the door to their inner 
sanctum, hoping that somone will come and open up. The PC's may have to deal with natural 
animals that have burrowed into the catacombs, perhaps some safeguards like magical wards and 
traps, perhaps gardian undead. And then it's a matter of what the founder will do when they get out?
Perhaps the world has changed too much? Perhaps the gorup of today has strayed too far from the 
founder's teachings. This may also involve the PC's. (This is th adventure called Raven's Rest that 
will be published for the Champions of the Eternities setting in 2023. The map for this adventure 
can be found on Loke's Library in the Kartor section under Grottor as "dungeon2simplecol".=

Princes and Princesses
Ever since they were small the royal children have been told that the old part of the castle is off 
limits. Now, in their teens they have dared each other to enter anyway. What could be in there that 
they shouldn't know, or see? Is there some kind of curse on the family? If they discover the secret, 
can they do something about it? Or what will be the outcome?
  If playing with established characters, instead have the royal castle be abandoned, and the 
characters may investigate it out of curiosity, or have them learn about the forbidden section. (This 
was the basics of aplay by main campaign I ran during high school using a system and world of my 
own making that I haven't published anywhere yet.)

Wedding
A great wedding (maybe for one of the characters) doesn't only bring the happy couple and their 
invited guests but all their enemies conspire, together or separately to make the day miserable. Are 
the characters there to aid the couple or party poopers? And if they are there as aid, do they have to 
subdue anyone with evil intent without any other guest noticing? (This adventure idea is from my 



very first campaign set in The Known World/Mystara using the OD&D 4th ed rules.)

Jungle Mystery
The characters are part of an expedition to check out a remote jungle village. When they arrive 
almost all villagers are gone apart from some frightened children that tell them that creatures has 
kidnapped the others. What are the creatures, and what are their goals? Why kidnap the villagers? 
Will the characters be able to save everyone or is it too late? Or have the villagers actually been 
saved from something worse and it's the children and the rest of the expedition are who are really in
danger? (This comes from a Forgotten Realms campaign and this took place in the jungles of Chult,
and the characters were hired as extra muscle for the dangerous animals in the area.)

Fixing the Universe
A god gives the characters the task to fix the universe. A magic book explains how the universe is 
supposed to be and how it is now. There's essentially a list of problem events or changes that need 
to be corrected. The book allows them to write what they want to fix, and how to go about it and get
the result of their suggestions. The next step is actually succeeding with what needs to be done once
they have found a solution.

But Aren't You Me?
The characters' evil doppelgangers have fled their dimension/world/earth and wants to replace the 
heroes and take over their lives. How will they accomplish this? Send the player characters on some
dangerous place the doppelgangers know of that the characters don't. Just try to murder them 
outright? Do they need to spy on the PC's to learn about their lives and manners in order to succeed 
with the swap without the PC's friends and relatives understand what has happened? Is that how the 
PC's will discover them, and if they do, how will they counter them?

Could You Fetch My Stuff for Me?
A mage, collector or similar is forced to abandon his home/castle/tower after a large group of 
hostile beings come through the area. He wants the characters to go and get the valuable stuff they 
couldn't bring along at the time if it's still there. And it's a lot of stuff, the core of this adventure is 
the hardships the characers will have getting the stuff back. It might be large stacks of books and 
parchments so they are sensitive to fire, water, and some parchment eating vermin. Of course the 
hostile beings are still here so the PC's will need to sneak a lot, and perhaps fight the occasional 
fight.

Crumbling City
A city/dungeon/large set of buildings have been cursed or magicked or whatever so the city is 
crumbling fast. The characters need to get an item or go through while walls crumble, buildings 
collapse, and the ground is deep silt like dust with hidden pits. Maybe noise makes the process even
faster so the characters may spread the destruction where they go, or maybe it happens in battles.
(This comes from a city in my D&D 3.5 Chaos World campaign where the world has large areas 



that have been suffused with chaos causing the environment to shift and change, and some specific 
effects like this. In my case the city was high above the sea, so falling through meant a long fall 
before hitting the water. The city was large so the city hade years left before being completely gone,
but the city also had guardians that chased the characters and destroying the city in their wake.)

I Did An Oopsie
A powerful mage is conductiong an experiment to learn more about time and space and it doesn't go
as planned. Now the wizard's home and the nearby area are a mishmash of things from the past and 
future, and even other dimesions should you wish. Roman soldiers with machineguns riding 
dinosaurs are trying to gain a foothold on a small company of kitchen robots with only kitchen 
utensils and limited combat skills at their disposal. Some legendary hero is trying to fix things be is 
so out of they're depth they are making things worse. Some ambitious warlord from another time 
finds they've been given a second chance and perhaps escape for another adventure armed with fore
knowledge. Mash things together and send it towards the PC's. Will the wizard need to be rescued? 
Will they team-up with the PC's? Or are they happy with the result and are just observing it and 
wants the heroes gone? (This is from my Marvel Super Heroes campaign but far more play fantasy 
rpgs than superhero ones so it's slightly changed. The superhero version will probably be published 
during 2023.)

The Princess and the Dark Lord (who could be substituted by a dragon)
The Dark Lord has kidnapped a princess.
V1.0.  The Dark Lord wants to sacrifice the princess in an evil ritual to show his underling how 
rotten he is.
  V1.0.1. The ritual is meant to satisfy a demon, dragon or similar creature to give the Lord power, a
magic artefact, assistance or similar.
  V1.0.2. What the Dark Lord doesn't know is that the princess is really evil so during the ritual an 
allied demon or the like will appear and attack the Dark Lord. The princess will assume leadership 
over the Dark Lord's organization.
V1.1. The king suspected the princess was going to poison him to usurp the throne so he hired the 
Dark Lord to kidnap her and get rid of her.
V1.2. The princess and the Lord have been in touch for a while and are getting ready to go on a 
vacation together.
V1.4. The princess is not kidnapped, it's just the king that is hallucinating. The characters must calm
the king down and find out what caused the hallucinations.
V1.5. The princess is the Dark Lord's daughter. The king's real daughter is kidnapped and replaced 
by the Dark Lord's daughter who has been raised by her real father telepathically. Now she is a vital 
spy at the court.
V1.6. The prinsess has been kidnapped and the Dark Lord plans to marry her to get a legitimate 
right to the throne.


